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➢ Property tax revenue losses could weigh on revenues in 

fiscal 2022. Governments with a higher percentage of tax 

revenues from commercial taxpayers are at the most risk 

of declines.

➢ Federal aid to local governments has boosted liquidity 

across sectors.

➢ Sales taxes have remained relatively healthy and often 

comprise less than 10% of VA local government budgets; 

tourism-related taxes remain hard hit

➢ Virginia local governments entered the pandemic with 

healthy reserves, the result of ten years of revenue 

growth (since 2010)

Virginia LGs are largely property tax dependent

Stability provided by primary revenue source; sales taxes are relatively sound
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Coronavirus impact to special taxes varies
• Non-property taxes, typically derived from consumer behavior (examples below) 

• Passive & volatile in nature 

• Roles in municipal governments: 

• Component of operating revenue but not pledged to debt 

• Component of operating revenue and pledged to debt 

• Not a major component of operation revenue, but pledged to debt that support capital financing 

• 3% of Moody’s US state and local government portfolio (by count of credit) 

• A1 median for local government credits 

BroadNarrow
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Our approach: apply tailored forecasts based on actual data & 

evaluate mitigating factors    

Step One Step Two Step Three Step Four Step Five Step Six

Use actual data 

to refine forecast 

tailored to credit  

Rating committee

Screen individual credits 

using standard stress test 

to prioritize review 

Research local 

trends and have 

conversation with 

issuer

Publication 

Source: Moody's Investors Service 

Develop stress test 

assumptions

Evaluate 

mitigating factors 
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Special tax credit updates

• Approximately 10% of the portfolio has been negatively impacted (negative outlook or 

downgrade)

• Negative rating actions have impacted non-sales tax credits, primarily hotel occupancy taxes

• No Virginia credits have been downgraded specifically due to coronavirus

• Sales taxes have largely recovered to pre-pandemic levels with laggards expected to make a full 

recovery in fiscal 2022
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Carbon transition

Physical climate risks

Water management

Waste and pollution

Natural capital

ESG Classification System Incorporates Credit Relevant 

Considerations
Our assessment of ESG risks is framed by the classification

Environmental Social

Customer relations
Access to 

basic services

Demographic and societal 

trends
Demographics

Human capital Education

Health and safety Health and safety

Responsible

production
Housing

Labor and income

Governance

Board structure, policies & 

procedures 

Compliance & reporting

Financial strategy & risk 

management

Management credibility & 

track record

Organizational structure
Budget 

management

Institutional structure

Policy credibility and 

effectiveness

Transparency and 

disclosure

Private sector Public sector Private sector Public sector 

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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The ESG credit impact score (CIS) is an output of the rating process that more transparently communicates the impact of ESG considerations on the credit rating of an issuer or transaction.

SECTOR-SPECIFIC METHODOLOGIES

ESG CROSS-SECTOR METHODOLOGY CREDIT 
RATINGISSUER PROFILESCORES

Governance IPSEnvironmental IPS Social IPS

ESG CREDIT IMPACT 
SCORE*

Neutral-
to-low

Moderatel
y  Negative

Highly  
Negative

VeryHighly 
Negative

CIS-2

CIS-3

CIS-4

CIS-5

CIS-1 Positive

• Carbon transition
• Physical climate risks
• Water management
• Waste and pollution
• Natural capital

• Customer relations
• Human capital
• Demographic and societal trends
• Health and safety
• Responsible production

• Financial strategy & risk management
• Management credibility & track record
• Organizational structure
• Compliance & reporting
• Board structure, policies & procedures

E-1 E-5

E-2 E-4
E-3

S-1 S-5

S-2 S-4
S-3

G-1 G-5

G-2 G-4
G-3

Our rating analysis considers all material credit considerations, including ESG

ESG Integration into Credit Analysis

Methodology Scorecard / Model

Other Considerations
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E, S and G Issuer Profile Scoring Scale

Assessed on a five point scale from positive to negative exposure 

Score Definition

VERY HIGHLY

NEGATIVE

MODERATELY  
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL-
TO-LOW

POSITIVE

HIGHLY  
NEGATIVE

E-1
S-1
G-1

E-2
S-2
G-2

E-3
S-3
G-3

E-4
S-4
G-4

E-5
S-5
G-5

Issuers or transactions with a Positive E or S issuer profile score typically have exposures to E or S issues that carry material credit benefits.

For G, issuers or transactions typically have exposure to G considerations that, in the context of their sector, positions them strongly, with material credit benefits.

Issuers or transactions with a Neutral-to-Low E or S issuer profile score typically have exposures to E or S issues that are not material in differentiating credit quality. In 
other words, they could be overall slightly credit-positive, credit-neutral, or slightly credit-negative. An issuer or transaction may have a Neutral-to-Low score because the 
exposure is not material or because there are mitigants specifically related to any E or S risks that are sufficient to offset those risks.

Issuers or transactions with a Neutral-to-Low G issuer profile score typically have exposure to G considerations that, in the context of their sector, positions them as 
average, and the exposure is overall neither credit-positive nor negative.

Issuers or transactions with a Moderately Negative E or S issuer profile score typically have exposures to E or S issues that carry moderately negative credit risks. These 
issuers may demonstrate some mitigants specifically related to the identified E or S risks, but they are not sufficiently material to fully offset the risks. 

Issuers or transactions with a Moderately Negative G issuer profile score typically have exposure to G considerations that, in the context of the sector, positions them 
below average and the exposure carries overall moderately negative credit risks.

Issuers or transactions with a Highly Negative E or S issuer profile score typically have exposures to E or S issues that carry high credit risks. These issuers may 
demonstrate some mitigants specifically tied to the E or S risks identified, but they generally have limited effect on the risks. 

Issuers or transactions with a Highly Negative G issuer profile score typically have exposure to G considerations that, in the context of their sector, positions them weakly 
and the exposure carries overall highly negative credit risks.

Issuers or transactions with a Very Highly Negative E or S issuer profile score typically have exposures to E or S issues that carry very high credit risks. While these issuers 
or transactions may demonstrate some mitigants specifically related to the identified E or S risks, they are not meaningful relative to the magnitude of the risks. 

Issuers or transactions with a Very Highly Negative G issuer profile score typically have exposure to G considerations that, in the context of their sector, positions them 
very poorly and the exposure carries overall very high credit risks.

Source: Moody’s Investors Service
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ESG Credit Impact Score (CIS) Scale

VERY HIGHLY

NEGATIVE

MODERATELY  
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL-
TO-LOW

POSITIVE

HIGHLY  
NEGATIVE

CIS-1

CIS-2

CIS-3

CIS-4

CIS-5

For an issuer scored CIS-1 (Positive), its ESG attributes are overall considered as having a positive impact 

on the rating. The overall positive influence from its ESG attributes on the rating is material.

For an issuer scored CIS-2 (Neutral-to-Low), its ESG attributes are overall considered as having a neutral-

to-low impact on the current rating; i.e., the overall influence of these attributes on the rating is non-

material.

For an issuer scored CIS-3 (Moderately Negative), its ESG attributes are overall considered as having a 

limited impact on the current rating, with greater potential for future negative impact over time. The negative 

influence of the overall ESG attributes on the rating is more pronounced compared to an issuer scored CIS-2.

For an issuer scored CIS-4 (Highly Negative), its ESG attributes are overall considered as having a 

discernible negative impact on the current rating. The negative influence of the overall ESG attributes on 

the rating is more pronounced compared to an issuer scored CIS-3.

For an issuer scored CIS-5 (Very Highly Negative), its ESG attributes are overall considered as having a 

very high negative impact on the current rating. The negative influence of the overall ESG attributes on the 

rating is more pronounced compared to an issuer scored CIS-4.

Score Definition
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rights reserved.
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REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR 

MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT MOODY’S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT.

MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER OPINIONS AND PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY ANY PERSON AS A 
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All information contained herein is obtained by MOODY’S from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because of the possibility of human or 

mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all information contained herein is provided “AS IS” without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts 
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To the extent permitted by law, MOODY’S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability to any 

person or entity for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses or damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with the information 
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To the extent permitted by law, MOODY’S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability for any 
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